Behemoth – A Journal on Civilisation: Stylesheet

Format
A standard font and font size (e.g., Times New Roman 12) should be used.
Please include an abstract of about 150 words in English and keywords in English.
Please include some short information on your person with contact details in English.
Please use British English for your text (e.g. behaviour, securitise…)
Citations in the Text
Please use the Harvard System of Referencing. No citations in footnotes.
Authors’ last names and publication dates are included in citations.

(Laclau 2002)

Page numbers are used if the reference is to a specific passage. Page numbers
are separated by comma. Leave a space between the comma and the page
number. Use f. or ff. for following page(s). Do not leave a space between the
page number and f..
If the author’s name is in the text, put only the date of publication (and page
number) in parentheses.
If the cited article has two authors, cite both authors, separated by a slash.
If the cited article has more than two authors, use “et al.”.
A series of references should be put in chronological order and separated by
semicolons.
When you cite a finished sentence, please put the punctuation mark (fullstop,
question mark etc.) before the quotation mark.
For subsequent citations of the same publication please only use page numbers.

(Luhmann 2010, 61f.)

…Luhmann (1997a, 46)
(Schneider/Kusche 2010)
(Mayntz et al. 1988)
(Luhmann 1995; Stäheli 1996; Nassehi 2004a; Schneider/Kusche 2010)
…“a specific economic enterprise, an industry that produces, promotes and
sells private protection.” (Gambetta 1993, 1)
…to try to get a jump on him” (Luhmann 1995, 116). When systems
theoreticians transport this Hobbesian fear of war into the Systems Theory
framework, it emerges as the ‘awareness of uncertainty’: i.e., the knowledge of
the “improbability of social order” (117),…
‘Reality’, ‘truth’, ‘modern’, the ‘grace of God’…

For highlighting words or phrases please use single quotation marks.
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References
References are arranged in alphabetical order by authors’ last names. Use only
the initial for the author’s first name. Please state place and publisher.
If reference has more than one author, use semicolons to separate them.
For one editor use “ed.”, for more than one use “eds.”

Luhmann, N. (1991)
Frankfurt a. M.: Suhrkamp.
Laclau, E.; Mouffe, Ch. (1991)
Parsons, T. (1968) Interaction: Social Interaction. In: Sills, D. (ed.)
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences Vol. 7. London, New York:
Macmillian: 429-441.
Please put titles of books, journal titles and titles of edited volumes in italic.
Durkheim, É. (1964) The Divison of Labour in Society. New York: Macmillan.
If you use two or more publications by one author, list them in chronological Parsons, T. (1977a) Social Systems and the Evolution of Action Theory...
order. If the publications are in the same year, the articles are listed according Parsons, T. (1977b) The Evolution of Societies…
to their appearance in the text, and the letters a,b,c,.. are attached to the date.
Example for Books
Parsons, T. (1949) The structure of social action: a study in social theory with
special reference to a group of recent European writers. New York: Free
Press.
Example for articles form scientific journals
Camic, C. (1979) The Utilitarians Revisited. In: American Journal of
Sociology 85 (3): 516-550.
Example for articles from edited books
van Krieken, R. (2000) Beyond the Parsonian Problem of Order: Elias, Habitus
and the Two Sociologies. In: Treibel, A. (ed.) Zivilisationstheorie in der
Bilanz. Opladen: Leske + Budrich: 119-142.
Example for internet sources
Roitman, J. (2011) Crisis. In: Political Concepts. A Critical Lexicon.
http://www.politicalconcepts.org/issue1/crisis/#fn-17-1
(25/07/2013),
(Date/Month/Year)
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